My favorite example of the way in which one little typo can wreak havoc is from the Lost and Found section of a local newspaper ("Slips that Pass in the Type," Funny Times, November 1994):
Found: One white rabbi with brown ears, hopping down 3rd Avenue.
Proofreading is a tedious job that requires complete concentration and meticulous attention to detail. While some people have a flare for this kind of work, most of us have to train ourselves to catch that one little typo, misspelling or misplaceddecimal point. Here are some suggestions:
Recruit a Second Pair of Eyes
The first rule of proofreading is to never proof your own writing. Arter days, weeks or even months of working on a manuscript, it's difficult to distance yourself from your writing sufficiently to dissect it word by word, letter by letter, with cold objectivity. We're so familiar with what we've written, that we tend to see what we intended to write rather than what is actually on the printed page.
In a perfect world, it's always best to have someone else (someone you trust) proof your articles for you. Of course, for many of us that someone else is hard to come by, and while proofing your own work is less than ideal, it can be done, with extreme caution and care. Here's how:
Use Your Spellchecker (But Don't Stop There)
In my opinion, the invention of the computer spellchecking function ranks right up there with the discovery of penicillin. It's easy to usc, takes only minutes, and catches all the misspellings we're likely to miss with "the naked eye." No article should ever leave your office without being spcllcheckcd, and a medical .spellcheck function is an absolute necessity. Bl.I'I', the spellchecker is not a substitute forthe human eye, and understanding its limitations is absolutely critical.
Spellcheckers recognize misspellings, and ill.lly misspellings . They do not recognize the difference between "to" and "too," "diagnosis" and "diagnoses," nor "sedative" and "sedate." Your spellchecker doesn't "know" that you meant to write streptomycin, but instead wrote streptozocin . As long as the word is spelled correctly, it passes the spellcheck review with flying colors.
Your spellcheckcr also has no way of detecting incorrect dosages , misplaced decimal points, a comma that "Laura Bruck is copy editor for ENTJo/lrt/lIl.
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should really be a period, and the list goes on. Use your spcllcheck, and then proofread-or risk being lulled into a false sense of security.
Proof on Paper
I always find it easier, and more effective, to proof printouts of my articles rather than trying to proof off the computer screen. This allows me to see the entire article, (versus a screen at a time), and to circle words, punctuation, numbers,etc., I'm not sure of, and lookthem up later (rather than interrupting the flow of my work every few minutes).
Viewing the entire article also makes it easier to proofread contextually . While some proofreaders actually read sentences backward to avoid being distracted by context, it is context that often determines whether or not a particular term, or usc ofcapitulizution or punctuation, is correct. Try it both ways and do what works best for you.
Pace Yourself
Rather than trying to proof an entire 20-page manuscript in one sitting, proof'a few pages or sections at a time, taking breaks in between to clear your mind and stay "fresh." I find that if I try to proofread for hours at a time, r begin to miss simple errors , or question the spelling of every word I see.
Train your Eyes
Most writers will tell you that there arc certain words they tend to misspell every time they write-not because they don't know how to spell them, but because of the arrangement of the letters on the keyboard or because of familiarity that leads to carelessness. One of my problem words is clinician, which seems to wind up as "clincian."
Because r now know (for the most part) which words tend to give me trouble, I always give those words extra scrutiny when I'm proofreading; slopping in mid-sentence and examining the word letter by letter. In essence, I've trained my eyes to look for the mistakes that my brain and my fingers are most likely to make.
Yes, proofreading is tedious and time-consuming. But if you don't catch those pesky little errors, your readers surely will.
Writer's Rx welcomes your questions, comments and suggestions. Please send correspondence to Writer's Rx, Medquest Communications, 629 Euclid Avenue, Suite 500, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 or FAX to Writer's Rx at 216-522-9707.
